What Do I Read Next?

A Reader's Guide to Current Genre Fiction

The universe of fiction and nonfiction books is huge and searching for books can be overwhelming and frustrating for students. *What Do I Read Next?* offers students a selection of fiction and nonfiction titles that are award winners, best sellers, or have appeared on recommended reading lists.

Each entry describes a separate book, listing everything readers need to know to make selections. Arranged by author within eight genre sections, detailed entries provide publisher and publication date, names and descriptions of characters, review citations, a brief plot summary, listings of other books by the author as well as recommended similar books by other authors and much more.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Entries are selected by experts who sort through hundreds of books in each genre
- List of similar titles for each entry helps readers find new reading opportunities
- Nine indexes offer many different ways for users to find books they may want to read
- Thorough descriptions provide readers with information to help them decide whether a book is worth reading
- Popular genres address readers' interests in a variety of literature
- Sub-genres allow readers to explore deeper into such literary types as “cozy mystery,” “steampunk” and “paranormal romance”

**SAMPLE PAGES**

Each entry in *What Do I Read Next?* describes a separate book, listing everything readers need to know to make selections.
What Do I Read Next? helps readers independently choose titles of interest published in the last year.
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**DETAILED ENTRIES PROVIDE:**
- Title
- Publisher and publication date
- Series
- Names and descriptions of characters
- Time period and geographical setting
- Review citations
- Story types
- Brief plot summary
- Selected other books by the author
- Similar books by different authors
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